CAMERA:
- **BEST COMPACT CAMERA**
  - Canon PowerShot ZOOM
  - DJI Pocket 2 – WINNER
  - The Moin Camera

- **BEST COMPACT CINEMA CAMERA**
  - Sony FX3
  - Canon EOS C70 4K Digital Cinema Camera – WINNER
  - Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K Pro

- **BEST SMALL-FORMAT CAMERA**
  - Nikon Z fc
  - Fujifilm X-E4
  - Fujifilm X-S10 – WINNER

- **BEST FULL-FRAME CAMERA**
  - Canon EOS R3
  - Nikon Z 7II
  - Sony Alpha 1 – WINNER

- **BEST MEDIUM FORMAT CAMERA**
  - Fujifilm GFX 50S II
  - Fujifilm GFX 100S – WINNER
  - Fujifilm GFX 100 IR

CAMERA ACCESSORIES:
- **BEST day-use CAMERA BAG**
  - WANDRD PRVKE 2 Lite
  - Think Tank BackStory Backpack – WINNER
  - WANDRD 21

- **BEST ADVENTURE CAMERA BAG**
  - MINDSHIFT Rotation 50L+ Backpack
  - Lowepro PhotoSport III
  - Shimoda Explore Series V2 – WINNER

- **BEST CAMERA ACCESSORY**
  - RIDDE Wireless Go II – WINNER
  - Gitzo Ball Head Series 4
  - SanDisk Extreme PRO® Portable SSD V2 (4TB)

LIGHTING:
- **BEST CONSTANT LIGHT SOURCE**
  - Arri Orbiter
  - Luxli Fiddle – WINNER
  - Luxli Cello Mark 2

- **BEST STROBE LIGHT SOURCE**
  - Westcott F/200 Strobe – WINNER
  - PIXLIGHT A lightweight, portable, and off-camera speedlight

SOFTWARE:
- **BEST PHOTO EDITING SOFTWARE**
  - Capture One Pro, Apple M1
  - Adobe Lightroom – WINNER
  - Adobe Photoshop
  - Photoshop Apple M1
  - Luminar AI

- **BEST SOFTWARE PLUGIN**
  - Nik Collection by DxO
  - Luminar AI – WINNER
  - Creative Force Kelvin App Integration with Capture One

- **BEST VIDEO EDITING SOFTWARE**
  - Adobe Premiere Pro – WINNER

LENS:
- **BEST WIDE-ANGLE PRIME LENS**
  - Sony FE 35mm f/1.4 GM
  - Sony 24mm f/2.8 G
  - Sigma 35mm f/1.4 DG DN Art
  - Sony 14mm f/1.8 GM – WINNER
  - Sigma 35mm f/2 DG DN Contemporary Lens

- **BEST STANDARD PRIME LENS**
  - Nikon NIKKOR Z MC 50mm f/2.8 Macro
  - Nikon NIKKOR Z MC 105mm f/2.8 VR S Macro Lens
  - Sigma 65mm f/2 DG DN Contemporary Lens
  - Sony 50mm f/1.2 GM – WINNER
  - FUJIFILM GF 80mm f/1.7 R WR Lens

- **BEST TELEPHOTO PRIME LENS**
  - Sigma 105mm f/2.8 DG DN Macro
  - Canon EF 600mm f/4L IS III USM
  - Canon EF 400mm f/2.8L IS III USM
  - Nikon AF-S VR Micro-NIKKOR 105mm f/2.8G IF-ED Lens
  - Canon RF 100mm f/2.8L Macro IS USM Lens – WINNER

- **BEST TELEPHOTO ZOOM LENS**
  - Tamron 150-500mm f/5-6.7 Di III VC VXD
  - Canon 70-200mm f/4L IS USM
  - Nikon Nikkor Z DX 18-140mm f/3.5-6.3 VR
  - Sigma 150-600mm DG DN OS | Sports lens – WINNER

- **BEST SPECIAL PURPOSE LENS**
  - Nikon Nikkor Z MC 105mm f/2.8 VR S
  - Canon RF 100mm f/2.8 L MACRO IS USM – WINNER
  - Nikon NIKKOR Z MC 50mm f/2.8 Macro Lens
  - Broncolor Croma 320 W/S Continuous Light System – WINNER
  - Tamron 18-300mm f/3.5-6.3 Di III-A VC VXD

SPECIAL CATEGORIES
CAMERA of the YEAR 2020/2021:
- Canon EOS R3
- Sony Alpha 1 – WINNER
- Nikon Z 7II
- Fujifilm GFX 100S

ACHIEVEMENT OF INNOVATION 2021:
- Canon Eye-Control AF combined with mirrorless technology in the EOS R3
- Adobe Super Resolution
- Sony Backside Illuminated stacked 50-megapixel full-frame sensor in the Alpha 1 – WINNER

THE 2021 CHUCK WESTFALL TECHNICAL EDUCATION AWARD NOMINEE’S

This distinguished honor is awarded to an influential voice in the photographic industry who displays an extraordinary commitment to the art and technology of photography. It is named in the honor of Chuck Westfall, a longtime Canon employee who became known as the “teacher of technology” to journalists and the photo industry in general.

GEORGE SCHAUB
Vice Chairman of the Technical Image Press Association (TIPA)

KATRIN EISMANN
Product Manager, Adobe

WINNER - RUDY WINSTON
Technical Advisor, Product Planning Division, Canon USA

MARK WEIR
Senior Technology Manager

KENNA KLOSTERMAN
Photographer, Educator, Podcaster, Host & MC